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Book Review and Recommendation 

Attacking Currency Trends by Greg Michalowski is a good book, aimed at mainly beginners but 

those with experience trading will also learn some things.  He focuses on two key concepts: (1) 

trading at borderlines, and (2) the importance of psychology to reduce uncertainty and fear; and how 

both concepts fit well with a trend following strategy.   

I particularly enjoyed the opening of the book which covered the Market Profile charting technique 

(even though Greg concludes that it is not ideal for currencies), and his description of a multi-

timeframe analysis with 100/200 simple moving averages.  Since reading the book, I find myself 

noticing Greg’s “three’s a crowd” set-up all over the charts.  His suggested strategies were clearly 

explained and included chart examples although I sometimes found the charts crowded and difficult 

to decipher in black and white.   

The sports analogies scattered throughout were a bit ineffective in my opinion and took away from 

the content, but other readers may find this helpful.  Although the book may not quite make my 

required reading list, I would have no problem recommending it.   

A summary of lessons learned or reinforced and some quotes from the book are detailed below. 

Audience – Beginners and novice traders with some experience would benefit from the book; some 

intermediate concepts are also covered. 

Title – The title is a bit assertive for my liking, but the content is focused on trends as the title 

suggests (mainly short to medium term trends, intraday and daily trends).  Based on the title, I was 

expecting more on position sizing, increasing positions within a trend, and money management for a 

specific ‘attacking’ strategy, and since that wasn’t really present I didn’t think the word “attacking” 

was completely accurate. Also the subtitle would have been better as “How to Identify…” instead of 

“How to Anticipate…” as more time was spent on the identification than the anticipation, but 

perhaps that’s splitting hairs.  (I find that many books have titles that are created by marketing 

departments to shift units and don’t fit the content well).  

Disclosure – nothing to disclose, I do not know Greg and have no affiliation with him nor FXDD.  I 

bought the book myself on Amazon.co.uk.  If you go the “Gift Shop” section of 

http://stoictrading.wordpress.com you can click through to Amazon.com or Amazon.co.uk to 

purchase it.   

http://stoictrading.wordpress.com/
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Lessons Learned or Reinforced in Attacking Currency Trends 

Trade Management:  

 Trends have a tendency to trade very technically off simple borderline levels. Trading trends 

requires risking some profit for the chance of a much greater gain. 

 When price is above MAs it is generally bullish and below is generally bearish.  Price crossing a 

MA could be a reason to take or exit a trade.   

 Pay more attention to those things that most market participants will notice (obvious trendlines, 

SMAs, remembered/support/resistance lines, Fibs, etc).  

Trade Identification:  

 Use the concept of borderlines for trade entries and exits.  Borderlines which occur in multiple 

timeframes (the book used 5 min, 1 hour, and 1 day) are particularly important.   

 Identifying a nontrending market/pair is important because nontrending markets become trending 

markets and identifying a nontrending market is the first clue to getting in on a subsequent trend 

early.  

 RSI and Stochastic do not work well in a trending market, and since trending markets are where 

traders should focus these indicators are probably irrelevant for many traders.  

 Trading successfully is about being really right when you are right, and being a little wrong 

when you are wrong. 

Trading Plans & Record Keeping: 

 [The importance of trading with a plan was mentioned, and there were some sections dedicated 

to ‘plans’, but it was light in my opinion and there wasn’t much on record keeping]. 

Psychology: 

 When risk is defined, fear is dispersed and better more profitable trades are taken/managed.  

 The market is simpler than you think - the trick is to follow it, not lead it. 

 

Quotes from Attacking Currency Trends  

P2. “…successful traders look to find good value and to define their risk.  By doing so they are able 

to keep their fear to a minimum and trade more profitably.”  

P4-11. There are four types of trading days in Market Profile: Normal Distribution, Nontrend, 

Double Distribution, and Trend. 

P34. “Fundamentals for show, technicals for dough.” 

P34. “…traders should not base trading decisions on the fundamentals, but they should not be totally 

blind to fundamentals, either.” 

P40. “Generally speaking, a rise in interest rates should lead to a higher currency value, while 

lowering interest rates should lead to a lower currency value.” 
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P57. “Most beginner traders will look to jump on the bullish or bearish bandwagon at trade locations 

that do not have a close enough stop level.” 

P76. “The risk of any trade is the difference between the current price and that level where the bias 

switches from bullish to bearish…or from bearish to bullish...” p76. “The point on the chart where 

the bias is bullish on one side and bearish on the other side is what I call the borderlines in trading.” 

P87. “What retail traders do not realize is that for the same reasons that trading with the trend is so 

profitable, trading against the trend can be devastating to the account equity.” 

P103. “…the trader needs to uncover if the market has a bullish bias or bearish bias.  This objective 

should be the same for all currency traders.  In general, if the bias is bullish, the trader should be 

long.  If bearish, he or she should be short.  It is that simple.” 

P104. “…the market is simpler than you think, and the trick is to follow it, not lead it.” 

P105. “I find that the market tends to watch the 100 bar [simple] MA.” 

P113. “Most traders can focus on using three tools [and not more than three] without too much 

stress, confusion, or uncertainty.” 

P125. “Fundamentals can be ambiguous and because of that, traders should not base trading 

decisions solely or even principally on them.” 

P132. “…if the price is above or below the moving average will determine if the bias is bullish or 

bearish.” 

P155. “I have found through many years of trading experience in the currency market that the 100 

and 200 bar [simple] MA attract activity.” 

P157. “…my goal is to find the borderlines that are most dominant for the day from any one of the 

[five-minute, daily, and hourly] charts.” 

P166. “When the 100 hour MA is flat, this is indicative of a nontrending market.  Nontrending 

markets transition into trending markets.” 

P168. “Trading trends requires risking some profit for the chance of a much greater gain.” 

P181. “Whenever a trendline holds […], be confident that the market saw what you saw.  Expect that 

the market will be encouraged by the bullishness from that test.”  

P199. “The main characteristic of a remembered line [aka Support and Resistance lines] is that price 

usually does not trade for long at the line.” 

P214. “[Fibonacci retracements] do not define a trend, but define a move opposite the trend.  By 

defining the targets for the corrective moves, they provide traders with the ability to anticipate when 

the trend will be reestablished.”  P215. “Fibonacci retracements may also be a way for traders who 

are not on the trend to get on it.” 

P234. “Typically, a trend trade sets itself up to trend.  It does this by nontrending.  The nontrending 

market will transition into a trend market.  It is still the best way I know to anticipate a trend.” 

P235. “My approach to my charts is the same every day.  There are no changes.  The toolbox has the 

same tools in it each day.  I look at three charting time periods for clues: five-minute, hourly, and 

daily.  I plot the 100 and 200 bar simple moving averages, trend lines, and most relevant Fibonacci 

retracements on each.  I look for the clues the market is giving, and if something stands out as a 
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favorable risk/reward opportunity, I will look to act.  Once I’m in the trade, the task becomes 

managing.  Then exiting.” 

P248. “If the price is trending intraday, the five-minute chart will often be the guide for the trend.” 

P255. “Trading successfully is not about being right all the time.  It is about being really right when 

you are right, and when you are wrong being wrong by only a little.” 

P257. “The best investment traders can make when attacking currency trends is risking profit when a 

trend trade is anticipated.” 

P260. “The stop level is what I like to call the “This is not a trend; I want out” stop level.” 

P265. “The “three’s a crowd” setup occurs when the market is nontrending/consolidating.  What 

typically happens is that if there is truly a crowd, something has to move away.  In the world of 

charts and financial markets, it is always the price that moves away from the moving averages.” 

P270. “Exiting, like trade entry, should be done for a technical reason.” 

P275. “Trends have a tendency to trade very technically off simple borderline levels.  The 100 and 

200 bar [simple] MA, trend lines, remembered lines [S/R lines], and Fibonacci retracements are all 

the tools you need.  […]  Find those levels of significance-those borderlines where the bias is bullish 

on one side and bearish on the other.  Those borderlines become the basis of low-risk trades.  They 

define the risk.  […]  The borderlines also become targets...” 

 

Ps. Greg can also be found on twitter @gregmikeFX  

.  .  .  end  .  .  . 

 

If you go the “Gift Shop” section of http://stoictrading.wordpress.com you can click through to 

Amazon.com or Amazon.co.uk to purchase the book. 
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